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university collection

diverse but disarray
Program

university collection

_in scattered campus buildings_

aerospace collection

EWI collection

rally peters paintings
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university collection
TU Delft Library

Storage Space, with strong order and unique spatial configuration

The Sluyterman Collection

The University History Collection

Tresor
Program

Archive and the university

Past

Present

Future

*From university history collection, to student work exhibition, and the working and learning space for student*
Program

An archive, a storage space but can be visited and exhibited

MAAS Museum
Tokyo archive
Vitra Design Museum

archive like a depot
Program, City

University social responsibility
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Building of cluster,
Archive with exhibition, workshop and cafe, bookshop
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canal and continuous facade
Architecture

Strange and separate corner building
Main entrance through the site from east and west
Architecture

Research Question

How to merge into urban context but have its own identity?
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Typology Research - Campus

Delft Campus

Merton College, University of Oxford from David Loggan’s Oxonia Illustrata
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City Hall

monument, public square, and surrounding residential buildings
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Schuttershof

modern interpretation of traditional Delft hofje
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Beinecke Library

urban context and layers
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temple of knowledge
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Typology Research
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ground floor plan
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Exterior - gardens and courtyard
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Exterior - Interior Room
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Street and room
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Architecture Design
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Treasure box

blocks

Study Room

Entrance Hall

Courtyard

Student Work

Temporary Exhibition

Archive

Entrance Hall
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blocks
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Treasure box
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Treasure box

Skylight and waffle slab
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Treasure box

Skylight and waffle slab
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Skylight and waffle slab
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Skylight and waffle slab
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Treasure box

Archive with wood railing
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Archive with wood railing
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Treasure box

a gathering space
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Treasure box

study room - related to the outdoor space
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Context Buildings

Science Exhibition
Architecture

Context Buildings

sequence - collection of room
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Context Buildings

sequence - collection of room
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sequence - collection of room
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sequence - collection of room
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Context Buildings

sequence - collection of room
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Structure

- loading bearing
- context buildings - concrete wall
- treasure box - concrete column
Materialization

Structure

concrete beams
Materialization

Structure
Materialization

Ventilation
Materialization

Elevation
Materialization

Elevation
Materialization

Facade

concrete dressing
Materialization

light and shadow
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